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Individualist Anarchism:
An Opponent of the “Propaganda of the Deed”
Dear Herr Dr. Steiner!
More urgently than ever in the last years, the request of my friends reaches me in these days
to take a position anew against the “tactics of violence,” so as not to see my name thrown together with those “anarchists” who are — no anarchists, but one and all revolutionary communists. People are pointing out to me that as a foreigner I am running a danger, in the event of the
international measure of an interment of the “anarchists,” of being dismissed from Germany.
I refuse to follow the advice of my friends. No government is so blind and so foolish as to
proceed against a person who participates in public life solely through his writings, and does so in
the sense of a reshaping of conditions without bloodshed. Besides, for years I have unfortunately
lost almost all outer contact with the social movement in Europe, whose outer development, by
the way, no longer claims my interest in the same degree as the spiritual progress of the idea
of equal freedom in the heads of individuals, which is the only thing all hope for the future still
rests upon.
In 1891, in my work The Anarchists (in both editions now published by K. Henckell & Co.
in Zurich and Leipzig), in the 8th chapter, entitled “The Propaganda of Communism,” I took a
position with Auban against the “propaganda of the deed,” so sharply and unambiguously that
there cannot be the slightest doubt as to how I think about it. I just reread the chapter for the first
time in five years, and have nothing to add to it; I could not today say better and more clearly what
I think of the tactics of the communists, and their dangerousness in every respect. If since then
a portion of the German communists has been convinced of the harmfulness and pointlessness
of every violent proceeding, then I claim an essential part in this service of enlightenment.
Also, I am not in the habit of repeating myself, and moreover, for years I have been occupied with an extensive project, in which I am trying to approach psychologically all questions
pertaining to the individual and his position toward the state.
Finally, in the seven years since the appearance of my work, the situation has, after all, changed
drastically, and one knows today, wherever one wants to know it, and not only in the circles of
experts, that not only in respect of tactics but also in all fundamental questions of world view,
there are unbridgeable contrasts between the anarchists who are anarchists and those who falsely
so call themselves and are called, and that apart from the wish for an improvement and reshaping
of social conditions, the two have nothing, but nothing whatsoever, in common.
Whoever still doesn’t know it can learn it from the leaflet by Benj. R. Tucker State Socialism
and Anarchism, which he can get for 20 pfennig from the publisher B. Zack, Berlin SE, Oppelnerstraße 45, and in which he will also find a list of all the writings of individual anarchism — an
incomparable opportunity to increase his knowledge in an invaluable way for the price of a glass
of beer.
To be sure, there is a dirty press (it strangely prefers to call itself the decent press), which
continues to falsify ever anew even established facts that have become a matter of history. But
any battle against it is not only pointless but degrading. It lies because it wants to lie.
With friendly greetings, your devoted
John Henry Mackay
for now Saarbrucken, Rhine Province, Pesterstr. 4
15 September 1898.
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Answer to John Henry Mackay
Dear Herr Mackay!
Four years ago, after the appearance of my Philosophy of Spiritual Activity, you expressed to me
your agreement with my direction of ideas. I openly admit that this gave me deeply felt joy. For I
have the conviction that we agree, with respect to our views, every bit as far as two natures fully
independent of one another can agree. We have the same goals, even though we have worked
our way through to our world of thought on quite different paths. You too feel this. A proof of
this is the fact that you chose me to address the above letter to. I value being addressed by you
as like-minded.
Hitherto I have always avoided using even the term “individualist anarchism” or “theoretical
anarchism” for my world view. For I put very little stock in such designations. If one speaks one’s
views clearly and positively in one’s writings: what is then the need of also designating these
views with a convenient word? After all, everyone connects quite definite traditional notions
with such a word, which reproduce only imprecisely what the particular personality has to say.
I utter my thoughts; I characterize my goals. I myself have no need to name my way of thinking
with a customary word.
If, however, I were to say, in the sense in which such things can be decided, whether the
term “individualist anarchist” is applicable to me, I would have to answer with an unconditional
“Yes.” And because I lay claim to this designation for myself, I too would like to say, just at this
moment, with a few words, exactly what distinguishes “us,” the “individualist anarchists,” from
the devotees of the so-called “propaganda of the deed.” I do know that for rational people I shall
be saying nothing new. But I am not as optimistic as you, dear Herr Mackay, who simply say,
“No government is so blind and foolish as to proceed against a person who participates in public
life solely through his writings, and does so in the sense of a reshaping of conditions without
bloodshed.” You have, take no offense at me for this my only objection, not considered with how
little rationality the world is governed.
Thus I would indeed like to speak once distinctly. The “individualist anarchist” wants no person
to be hindered by anything in being able to bring to unfolding the abilities and forces that lie in
him. Individuals should assert themselves in a fully free battle of competition. The present state
has no sense for this battle of competition. It hinders the individual at every step in the unfolding
of his abilities. It hates the individual. It says: I can only use a person who behaves thus and thus.
Whoever is different, I shall force him to become the way I want. Now the state believes people
can only get along if one tells them: you must be like this. And if you are not like that, then you’ll
just have to — be like that anyway. The individualist anarchist, on the other hand, holds that the
best situation would result if one would give people free way. He has the trust that they would
find their direction themselves. Naturally he does not believe that the day after tomorrow there
would be no more pickpockets if one would abolish the state tomorrow. But he knows that one
cannot by authority and force educate people to freeness. He knows this one thing: one clears
the way for the most independent people by doing away with all force and authority.
But it is upon force and authority that the present states are founded. The individualist anarchist stands in enmity toward them, because they suppress liberty. He wants nothing but the free,
unhindered unfolding of powers. He wants to eliminate force, which oppresses the free unfolding.
He knows that at the final moment, when social democracy draws its consequences, the state will
have its cannons work. The individualist anarchist knows that the representatives of authority
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will always reach for measures of force in the end. But he is of the conviction that everything of
force suppresses liberty. That is why he battles against the state, which rests upon force — and
that is why he battles just as energetically against the “propaganda of the deed,” which no less
rests upon measures of force. When a state has a person beheaded or locked up — one can call
it what one will — on account of his opinion, that appears abominable to the individualist anarchist. It naturally appears no less abominable to him when a Luccheni stabs a woman to death
who happens to be the Empress of Austria. It belongs to the very first principles of individualist
anarchism to battle against things of that kind. If he wanted to condone the like, then he would
have to admit that he does not know why he is battling against the state. He battles against force,
which suppresses liberty, and he battles against it just the same when the state does violence to
an idealist of the idea of freedom, as when a stupid vain youngster treacherously murders the
likeable romantic on the imperial throne of Austria.
To our opponents it cannot be said distinctly enough that the “individualist anarchists” energetically battle against the so-called “propaganda of the deed.” There is, apart from the measures
of force used by states, perhaps nothing as disgusting to these anarchists as these Caserios and
Lucchenis. But I am not as optimistic as you, dear Herr Mackay. For I cannot usually find that
speck of rationality that is, after all, required for such crude distinctions as that between “individualist anarchism” and “propaganda of the deed,” where I would like to seek it.
In friendly inclination, yours
Rudolf Steiner
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